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CITY GREETINGS 

Many thanks for all those who have passed on favourable comments 
about last month's issue, To maintain and improve our standards, 

however, we still need offers of help from members 
Contributions are always welcome - text or illustration - as is 

anyone interested in helping with typing, layout, printing, 

collation and mailing, It is important that we share skills and 

co-operate: CITY GREEN is an opportunity to do this, at the cost 

of only a couple of hours every six weeks, If you feel you could 

spare the time please get in touch 
It is also important that we keep to dealines, All contributors 

are reminded that the COPY DATE is the final date for submitting 

material for inclusion ~- it makes life much easier if we don't 
have to chase you up! 

Co-Editors: David Barnes & Clive Hopwood Cover/Art: Linda Knight 
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CITY GREEN is published every six weeks by the Manchester Green Party, All 
correspondence and contributions should be sent to: 
David arte: 16 Beard Road, Gorton, Manchester, MI9 7GL (Tel; 220 8892) 
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Editorial : 

uly j   

Debate. 

Manchester Green Party 

needs to have policy 
It needs policies 
mainly as a platform 
or mainfesto for 
standing in local 
elections 

There is always 
national policy, which 
1s made at national 
conferences, but this 
is very much aimed at 
central government. 
And there is the local 
manifesto produced in 
a rush for the latest 
local elections. This 
was only ever intended 
as a stop gap. We now 
need to do Et 
properly. 

To this end it is 
proposed that we have 
a number of Working 

Groups, each to look 
at a specific. subject 
area. These can be on 
any area people feel 

an interest in, and 

* consist of any party 

members or others who 
want to be involved. 
Involvement will 

probably mean not only 
going Ola few   

A / MAKING 
POLICY 

discussions, but also 

researching and maybe 

helping to write 
drafts of policy 

There is no need for 

the Working Groups to 
re-invent the wheel or 

work in a vacuum. 

There is much material 

to use as a starting 
point - such as the 
FoE Charter and our 

first manifesto - and 

awful lot of experts 
already in our party 

On Monday 23rd July 
there will be a 
meeting of all those 
interested in getting 
this process going 
where we hope to 
decide on subject 

areas to cover 

initially, and to 

appoint convenors for 
each working group. If 
you are at all 

interested be there if 

you can. (Details in 

Diary. > 
Otherwise communicate 

with Paul Harrison at 

96 Gretney Walk, Moss 

Side (Tel: 226 6683). 3



    

It Doesn’t Have 

  

Phil Lewis reviews David Icke’s latest book 

IT DOESN'T HAVE TO BE LIKE THIS is described by its a 
blurb as "up-beat", and, in the main, it is. Icke's 

style reads easily, and he mixes facts and figures, 
quotes and anecdotes in an engaging manner. This is an 

excellent book for people new to the party, those with 

little time for reading who want an overview of key 

issues, or those feeling jaded and in need of 

refreshment. 

The chapters broadly correspond to major policy 

areas though Human Rights & Civil Liberties, 

Babeatton, and Housing, share a chapter with a section 

ach. 

= This is an emotional book - very human peeee ives 

here. eae c is retentious, arid theory 

enetetea. Empty bellies and chgeelees Cae SSO Ke ute 

ies the mu d verty in developing countr ' 

tid re the arms trade, and Nicaragua. eS eases 

justifiably angry, and most readers would sha 

“ee criticisms of the book are that raee sl Soy ce 

himself too much, and that the passion, wanes ee. 

and appropriate in most instances, occasionally Sthine 

what the unconverted sceptic might regard as § 

and off-putting: 

"\,, There is a quiet, peaceful revolution taking 
place in the hearts and ainds of aillions of 

people in this country and hundreds of millions 
more around the warld we all share,,, Those 
millions are making their peace, their Green 

peace, with the planet and all the glorious 
expressions of life that nature has woven in all 
their magnificence,,," (p206) 

_ to be Like This E& 

Icke's book demands comparison with Jonathon Porritt's. SEEING GREEN, both being similar in content and intention. Porritt's tone and style tend the academic, while Icke, with his 
background, has written a book more accessible popular readership, For example, 
prevalent values and attitudes, 

towards 

Journalistic 

to a 
on the narrowness of 

Porritt writes: 

",,, Today's dominant social Paradiga offers 
little scope for compronise and systematically 
represses the articulation of alterna tives,,," 

SEEING GREEN p194 

Icke, making a similar point, says: 

",,., What has control of the messages we receive 
throughout our lives? What gives us the ‘facts 

It wants ws ta know, but nok the facts ft doesn’ t, 
so that our opinions and values are shaped by 

wrong or linited information?,,, Answer: the system," 

Perhaps ironically, Porritt said that the environmental 
movement must: 

"1. communicate the Inmediacy,,,af environmments! 
concern to people tn every walk of life, not just 
to the well-read and the highly aotivated,, i 

SEEING GREEN p232 

Icke's book is a bold attempt at doing just that. 

IT DOESN'T HAVE TO BE LIKE THIS b 
Print Books at £4,99 and is stock 
Street, off Piccadilly Gardens, 

y David Icke is published by Green 

ed at Grass Roots bookshop, Newton
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voters in - @very 100 the Paper of the Party they voted | for. We'll sel] Lox 2 

on the responsi bility 

hours around lunchtime 
with a tea break - can ; 

mae informing him of A nar an hours aaa any change of address, N wi 

ay Seren 
© pressure-selling 

technique is involved. RETIRE sik e-o Contact. City Green. 

to wrong addresses is . ve ~ Zz 
wasteful, & reminders OUT OF THE VOID : 
cost postage to send. On Saturday 9th June 
(If you lapse you will environmental groups 
no longer receive City and — interested 
Green - could you bear individuals in Greater 
it, we ask?) | Manchester met at the 
pe ie Ae Town Hall in order to 

create an NEVER HAD IT SO coop Environmental Network 

renew membership. 

Ait oe 
SMALL CHANGE? 

Brian Candeland asks if members would take 

       
    

  
If you feel hard _in this area, A 
pressed, underpaid and ~ newsletter with a ful) 
generally cheesed off directory of local 
be thankful you're not groups end a diary of 
Albanian. The average events is to b 
annual wage there is published in Sept. Bs 
between £363 and £484, _ you're invelneg™ a: 
One man's dole is , local group, tel] a =. 

6 another man's riches. Green Please, City . 

te eae VN  / 

   

  

  

    

SOCIAL 
CHANCE   
  

THE GREEN PARTY is part of a movement for 
social change - but what does that mean? 

Glyn Carter investigates 

The Green Party is not just talking about a few changes 
to sulphur dboxide emissions by 1992, nor even about 
the introduction of Basic Income by 2002. We are 
talking about a new epoch, a new way. of thinking about 
the world, a new way of organising human activity. This 
is something that no amount of election success can 

achieve. 
For political parties don't change attitudes (at 

least, not if they're open and non-authoritarian ones 
in opposition). Social movements, however, both change 
attitiudes and give expression to those changes. 
Examples in recent history are the US blac} civil 

rights movement, the peace movement, the democratic 
movements in East Europe...and the Green movement. And 
it's the growth of this movement which will determine 
the long-term success of the Green Party. As in last 

year's Euro-elections, the Green Party's popularity was 

the manifestation, not the cause, of the rise in Green 

: consciousness. 
Which brings me to the ideas of Bill Moyer, a US 

activist who's been involved in civil rights campaigns, 
Siidatietnan groups, anti-nukes, & nuclear disarmament. 

_stegeeeeeconetel movements fitting into an eight- 

4 del of development.



  

  
  

  

The Moyer Movement Model 

  

  

STAGE 1: Normal Times 
The concensus is that there is no problem 
dissent is from principled b 

Quakers, pacifists and i Bedestor®. 
bomb in the mid-50s. 

The only 
such as the 

maunists who opposed the A- 

    

  

  

STAGE 5: Public Majority ed 

downturn in activity, often couple with 

ne burnout. Activists feel that if all the ee 8! 

expended in Stage 4 couldn't win the issue, it is pst: 

But public opinion begins to favour the cause. : 

political establishment is split, caught between be "8 

to change its policies or lose support. Politicians 

moderate their language and prepare for retreat, 46 

Reagan did in announcing that Russia was no longer the 

evil empire. 

low morals 

  

  

  
STAGE 2: Proper Channels 
Pressure groups begin lobbying 
constitutional methods. 

  

for change using 

  

STAGE 3: Public Awareness 

Conditions ripen as the lobbyists become more informed 

better organised, and begin to take account of he 

forces that oppose them. Public opinion is still 

unsympathetic, but people at least begin to acknowledge 
that there is an issue. : 

STAGE 6: Preparing for Change 

Hundreds of institutions - the professions, local 

authorities, voluntary groups, academics, think-tanks 

and diplomats - are getting on with pushing and 

preparing for change. Anyone who still thinks as the 

majority did in Stage 2 is old-fashioned.     
  

    

  

STAGE 4: Movement Take-off 

Often sparked by a ‘trigger event’. The trigger for the 
peace movement in 1979 was the announcement of cruise 
and Pershing missiles coming to Europe. For the us 

‘civil rights movement it was Rosa Parks's simple 

refusal to leave a reserved-for-whites bus seat 

Suddenly thousands of people become active, there aan 

huge demonstrations, acts of pri. ncipled civil 

disobedience, mass non-violent action. There's Maal ve 

media interest, and public opinion becoues poleris Ee 

These are the heady days. ; eu:     

STAGE 7: Success! 

Politicians back down (as the East German Communist 

Party did, or Reagan when he signed the INF Treaty); or 

they get voted out (Heath, after the strikes of the 

early 70s, the Polish government last year); or they 

face revolution (as in Romania). Alternatively, there 

is a steady war of attrition where the moment of 

success is hard to define, as with the US nuclear 

industry, which keeps putting up plans for new power 

plants, which local campaigners keep defeating by 

forcing observance of safety and planning laws. 

  

  

  

  
  

STAGE 8: Consolidation 
7 

The new ways become norealteneeslava
 elelentorced. Naw 

movements spin off, and attention reverts to issues 

still at earlier stages. 

      ee eememeaamns Ts 
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This model is not deterministic: a movement might get Stuck, or diverted, or outflanked. Overall the ane Movement is still in the Public Awareness Skea, althought some issues have taken off (animal pi wiees and others are well on the road to success (unleaded 
fuel, nuclear power, CFCs). We have to recognise that 
it will be a long time before the movement as a whole 
gets to take-off. 

Note that political parties play a minor role in all this, If a party isn't a member of the establishment 
it's simply one of many organisations agitating for 
change. It doesn't earn huge influence when it 
threatens to win votes, because other parties will 
adapt to that. Organisations, be they parties or not, 
are powerful not when they win votes, but when they 
become the active centre and focus of the movement. 
Martin Luther King’s SCLC did this in the USA. In 
Poland Solidarnosc became a political party after 10 
years of activity. 

Once we've realised this, we can start to develop the 
role of the Party within a movement; a role of support, 
ef discussion, of planning and co-ordinating, of 
filling gaps. Words will not be enough. The Green Party 
needs to promote campaigns and actions on strategic 
issues, including those that the environmental 
lobbyists do not cover, such as democracy, poverty and 
international relations. 

This is not to say thet we should seek to control the 
movement - far from it. But we can and should bring 
together the campsigns and demands of all the different 
pressure groups into a principled political programme. 
(This isn’t the same as formulating detailed policy 

blueprints.) Out of this will come initiatives, ideas & 

inspiration. The Green Party must be a forum for all 
elements, and be unafraid in voicing the total green 
vision. 

We should learn from Gandhi. For him, Congress's 
electoral activity was at best a supplement and at 
worst a distraction from its main roles: co-ordinating 
boycotts, demonstrations and Hartals (days of prayer 

and fasting" - on which, of cours, no work would be 
done), voicing a vision of personal and national 

independence, educating, and actively constructing a 
new society to grow out of the old. Ien't there a 
paraiiel? 

; only party with the radical ideas necessary to save the 

a —< 

passed on to him for Diary). Volunteers 
press circulation. needed for help on the 

Tel: 224 4188 day, leafletting, 
— ——_ e call-backs, and of 

vk ST. VENUE: ; course for jumble 
“The Green Party stall istself. Contact 
will be at Longsight | Bernard or Juliet. 
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Being Green 
NEDY 

ANNE SEN IN CHORLTON 

ssing the Green Party for gut reasons, progre Zz 

? Dee ieten-induced food poisoning to an awareness of 

den ing methods and then to the politics of food 
re 

Tm 
Berd. becoming 4 eee and joining the Green 

eemed the only answers! 

Bierore starting a family I had been involved in CND, 

paving young children has heightened my awareness that 

politics must look to the future instead of promising 

all the answers next week. 
I work part-time at Withington Hospital. I cycle - 

cursing pot-holes and drains with bar parallel to the 
road; can we campaign for better cycling provisions? It 
is difficult for me to be very involved in the Green 
Party because of my home commitments but as it is the 

planet from mankind I support it with hope. 

Anne Kennedy has been a Green Party member for two years 

: JUMBLE CALL 
The Grand Green Party 
Jumble Sale approaches 

July 4th (see 

HIT THE HEADLINES 
Bernard Ekbery, who is 
MPG Press Officer asks 
for any . newsworthy | 
items or info to be on    Market. on July 2ist. 

Helpers, or ideas for 

future venues to Peter 

aC 11 

7 
  Le /



BOC ATL 

Four members’ have 

strategy for 
volunteered 

the Manchester Green Party. 

eek Al EGY 

their opinions on 

They are 
presented here in order to generate some ideas for - 

discussion at the forthcoming Strategy meeting. The 

hope is that you will be encouraged to attend this 

vital meeting to put your views. 

For example do you 
agree with what seems 

to be a consensus on 
targeting wards in 

elections? 

Guy Otten says, "Our 

principle aim must be 

to get our first 

Manchester Councillors 

elected and this 

implies targeting one 

or two wards for 

intensive treatment”. 

Brian Candeland makes 

a similar point and 

suggests that “the 

decision as to which 

wards to target should 

be based mainly on 

- dedicated candidates 

or groups of local 

activists making a 

case for their ward by 

12 starting work now". 

The experience _ of 
Derek Wall, an elected 

Green councillor, 

confirms the logic of 
this in his guide 'How 
to win Local 

Elections’. Thus, 

voters don't like 

politicians who only 
appear just a week 

before election time; 

an area has to be 

‘greened' by hard and 
committed work; and. 
still then elections 

are won or lost by 

_ activity on election 

' day. Mike Daw 
adopts a variant 
approach that may be 
seen to premise 
targeting strategy. He 
advocates a possible 
solution to the 

i 

over- 
erceived es of 

tched resourc ot MOP devolving 
the ‘ smaller area 
cee ae advantages 
units. e to encourage 

id b 
ire locally directed 

euerey: Also, Mike 

é ues, "five 

constituency parties 

at least stand a 

chance of raising the 

£1000 deposit - MGP 

has no chance of 

raising £5000 to stand 
in all Manchester 

constituencies", 

Maybe the time is 
right to mobilise the 
latent support for the 
Green party? If so 

then Guy Otten's wish 
to move from purely 
paper candidates in 
some wards is not 
unrealistic- "I favour 

every candidate 

|. mounting at least a 

partial campaign and 

s0 be able in the 

following election to 

start from a _ higher 

level of | support". 

There is much food for 

. thought here. You may 

+ wish to support these 

views on strategy oF 

you may have other 

ideas, For example, is 

Mere a need for mone 
* global, regional or 

city wide campaigning 

on single issues? Do 

we target issues 

rather than areas? 

If you would like an 

opportunity to 

influence MGP strategy 

dgathy to get to the 

meeting at the One 

World Centre in Paton 
St., M/cer omezth July. 

The proposed agenda 

for the meeting is as 

follows: - : 

1. Elect chair and 
minute taker. 

2. Introductions 

3. Attunement 

4. Local elections: 

a) Do we target? 
b) How do we decide 

where to target? do 
we devolve to local 
areas? 

c) What do we do with 
non-targeted wards? 
- run city-wide 
campaigns? 

d) What will targeting 
involve? 

e) Can we decide now 

which wards to 
target? 

5. What are the 

implications of all 
this for general 

elections? 

6. Summary of minutes 

7. Re-attunement



  

ae, CASE OF THE MAD GROCER 
ne story so far: Holwes and Wat se 

is being run by 2 mad woman, cae, a <te ee 
The train toiled relentlessly north, battlin Pes - 
debility of under investment by the Pvariient Pi cun 
For fifteen long hours Holmes sat facing Watson latin 
ea Carriage, his face still, impassive, hl 
ae pene tly are we going, Holmes?" asked Watson, sudden] 

ermany, said Holmes, simply, He sat forward hi e 
oeersiey together at their tips, "You may have are) r a pears 
morning's copy of Jhe 7imes," he cried, with an Peidied 1. at 
eyes, "a small piece on the Very Green Grocers' Petention eS ae 
place in Baden-Boden-Bidet the day after tomorrow, And in Beh 
the name of the main speaker, one Margaret Brunhilde E sae 
cleverly disguised herself as a green, environmentally ae a 
caring person, In fact she is the most dangerous wonan in Praga 

; The train jolted violently, Watson peered out of the window, "yi 
think they've found an engine that works, Holmes, We'll be out f 
London in no time now!" (7a be continued] : 

Episode 2 
t the country 

¥ read on, , 
the serious 

C transport 
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14 around the country. 

CANDIDATES WANTED (continued from back page) 

Tf you don't know what constituency you live in, this 
list of constituencies and wards may help: 

WARDS INCLUDED 

Blackley, Charlestown, Crumpsall, Harpuhey 

Lighbowne, Moston 

Ardwick, Beswick/Clayton, Bradford, Central, 

Cheetham, Hulme, Newton Heath 

Fallowfield, Gorton North, Gorton South 

Levenshulme, Longsight, Rusholme i 

Barlow Moor, Burnage, Chorlton, Didsbury, Old Moat, 

Withington 

Baguley, Benchill, Brooklands, Northenden, Sharston 

Woodhouse Park 

CONSTITUENCY 

Blackley 

Central 

Gorton 

Withington 

Vy thenshawe 

If you want to know more about the procedure, what is 

involved in being a candidate, or who lives in which 

constituency, please ring Brian Candeland on 881 0510 

PS There are currently 43 Green PPCs already selected 

Brian Candeland 

    - focus on fund raising 

i ting 
oe 

We gysintss Pr 11, Wythenshawe, 8 
, Peel Hall, ¥Y 

es Lorond Foeeting between Manchester, Trafford and 

ae ties 
26th ford Green Parties. 

ae aytes Road, Old Trafford M16 7QT, 

i 
1th 

ed central Manchester Health Emergency fet
es the Hea 

a the Health Authority's intention to opt out, 

Longsight Library. 7, 30-9pm, 

7th/8th ae Party National Conference on the party's 

constitution, See Econews for details, Was the 

10th Where on earth are we going? Jonathan Por 

Royal Exchange Theatre, Ipm. 
in 

1th Sauls neeting, One World Centre, Pah er e Pp 

14th The Grand Green Party Jumble Sale, Churc Gio 

Prophecy, Dickenson Road, ens
 i 

t Bernard or Juliet for details, 

18th a meeting, 38 Belhaven Road, Crunpsall, ST eae 

21st The Famous Green Party Stall will be at Longsig cet, 

Contact Peter for details, 
Sa ai tues 

ting, Reviving the NGP manifesto. 

oe re. oe erenee Walk, Moss Side. 8pm, Contact Paul for 

directions on 226 6683, 

om Business neeting, 72 Hilwain Road, Levenshulne, 8pm 

\s 

perveMii 
Trivia Quiz, UNIST, 7, 30pm. 

3rd The Groovy Green Party Te 

i 226 4077 

onTACTS i 
irch Lane, Longsight 

2 és 

secret) Tuliet das a Lansdowne Road, Didsbury ay pe 

- 

i 

oe ‘et 

Ee Oe Candeland 13 Devonshire Road, Chorlton 
eee 

hoe : pernard Ekbery 

224 8827 

220 8892 

ace 
16 Beard Road, Gorton 

220 882 
1s 

ta ei 
David Barnes 
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CANDIDATES WANTED > 
At our last AGM we decided to select a prospective 
parliamentary candidate for each of the _ § five 
constituencies which our party covers. Whether or not 
we have the resources to actually stand in every seat 
when the election hits us, and if not which seats we 
would contest, will be decided nearer the time. 

Whilst there is a lot more to being a general 

election candidate than a local election one, it 

doesn't require superhuman skills, so don't be afraid 

to put yourself forward if you are at all interested. 

If selected you will get some training and support. 

The procedure is as follows: 

Candidates need to be nominated by two members living 

in the constituency for which they wish to stand. 

to Brian Candeland, 
Nominations must be sent : 

13 Devonshire Road, M21 2xB. The closing date for 

ominations 3ist Jul t 6pm After this all our 

members will get a_ postal ballot to sah ton 

prospective candidate for the constituency *n 

they live: more details on this stage later. 

Continued on page |4


